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Ban on weddings, diwaniyas;  
govt mulls imposing curfew

96 deportees among 298 flown to Egypt • MoI warns against hiring part-time maids 

KUWAIT: HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, accompanied by Minister of Commerce and Industry Khaled 
Al-Roudhan, tours a Kuwait Flour Mills and Bakeries Company storage facility yesterday. — KUNA (See Page 2) 

By B Izzak and Agencies  
 
KUWAIT: Health Minister Sheikh Dr 
Basel Al-Sabah issued a number of 
decrees yesterday banning social 
gatherings including weddings and 
parties as part of preventative meas-
ures against the coronavirus. The 
decrees prevent large non-family 
gatherings and receptions in halls and 
in homes. Gatherings in public and 
private diwaniyas are also included in 
the new measures. Police will be 
tasked to enforce the decrees, arrest 
violators and send them for interroga-
tion and trial. The measures will be 
implemented as part of nationwide 
efforts to prevent the further spread 
of the disease.  

The interior ministry later yester-
day affirmed it will not tolerate viola-
tions of the health authorities’ ban on 
gatherings of people, with the objec-
tive of curbing the spread of coron-
avirus. The ministry’s public relations 
department, in a statement to the 
press, urged the public to abide by 
resolutions enforcing the ban in a bid 
to avoid penalties - either a fine of 
KD 50 to KD 200 or imprisonment of 

up to three months, or both. Police 
forces will make sure the public abide 
by the ban and will not tolerate viola-
tions, it said. 

Kuwait appears to be headed to 
impose a curfew in a bid to contain 
the coronavirus, as National Assembly 
Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem said 
yesterday the Cabinet will discuss in 
its meeting today the possibility of 
imposing a curfew. Ghanem told 
reporters that MPs have asked him to 
convey messages to the prime minis-
ter that special consideration should 
be made for elderly people who live 
alone and make it easy to allow their 
relatives to reach them. 

The speaker told reporters after a 
group of lawmakers met Minister of 
Social Affairs Mariam Al-Aqeel that 
MPs also called for imposing strict 
curfew in areas where there are prob-
lems and poor compliance of govern-
ment directives to stay at home, and a 
lax curfew in other areas. Interior 
Minister Anas Al-Saleh has repeatedly 
warned that if people do not comply 
with directives to stay at home, the 
government will impose a curfew. 
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• 12 new coronavirus cases in Kuwait  
• Penalties for home quarantine violators

• MoI won’t tolerate violations of gathering ban  
• Expat arrested for selling COVID-19 test devices  

By A Saleh  
 

KUWAIT: Kuwait Union of Private Schools urged 
Education Minister Saud Al-Harbi to issue a deci-
sive decision concerning concluding the school 
year as soon as possible so that related measures 
could be taken, according to a letter sent by the 
union’s chairman Omar Al-Ghurair to the Cabinet. 
In a meeting with Harbi yesterday, the union 
stressed the need to protect private schools’ finan-
cial rights if a decision is made to conclude the 
2019-2020 school year, which requires parents to 
pay the remaining fees in full so that schools can 
pay salaries, rent and other expenses.  

The union urged the state to compensate pri-
vate school owners for the financial losses they 
could suffer so that they can pay their dues in 
case parents do not pay the remaining fees. In 
addition, the union urged Harbi to accredit the 
results of the first semester as the final results for 
the 2019-2020 academic year. “We had a similar 
successful experience on merging semesters 
after the liberation (in 1991) when two school 
years were merged into one,” the union elaborat-
ed, calling for allowing teaching and administra-
tive staff to leave as soon as possible to help the 
government focus on fighting the coronavirus 
epidemic and alleviate the burdens exerted in 
fighting the virus and power consumption.  

The union also expressed objection to the 
idea of e-learning on grounds that students are 
not fully trained to use the system, the lack of 
student-teacher interaction and the lack of a 
clear assessment and follow-up methodology to 
be used. The union warned against resuming the 
2019-2020 school year under the current 
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Schools call to  
end academic  
year, seek fees

KABUL: A volunteer wearing a hazmat suit and facemask is reflected in a mirror 
while spraying disinfectant inside a restaurant yesterday. — AFP 

PARIS: The number of global coron-
avirus infections shot past 200,000 
yesterday, as governments across 
Europe, North America and Asia 
rolled out tough measures to put the 
brakes on the ferocious spread of the 
deadly pandemic. Worldwide fatalities 
topped 8,000 and more deaths have 
now been recorded in Europe, the 
new virus epicenter, than in Asia since 
the outbreak first emerged in China in 
December.  

From Belgium to Britain and the 
United States, governments across the 

world have imposed draconian lock-
down measures, forcing unprecedented 
social change and sending financial 
markets into a tailspin. The European 
Union sealed its borders yesterday, bar-
ring travellers from outside the bloc for 
30 days to try to slow the rapid spread 
of the virus. Europe has now recorded 
3,437 deaths - including 2,503 in Italy - 
leapfrogging Asia’s 3,384 fatalities, 
according to an AFP tally.  

There are more than 79,000 cases 
across Europe, with Italy, Spain and 
France leading infections and fatali-
ties. The number of people infected by 
COVID-19 in Spain soared past 
13,700 yesterday with the number of 
deaths rising to almost 600, govern-
ment data showed. “We have 13,716 
cases in Spain, which is 2,538 more 
than yesterday, which implies an 
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Global virus 
infections top  
200,000 cases

WASHINGTON: The novel coronavirus can sur-
vive on some surfaces for days or in the air for sev-
eral hours, according to a US-government funded 
study published Tuesday. Scientists found that the 
virus that causes the COVID-19 disease had similar 
levels of viability outside the body to its predeces-
sor that caused SARS. This means that other factors 
like greater transmission between people with no 
symptoms might be why the current pandemic is far 
greater than the SARS outbreak of 2002-2003. 

The new paper was published in the New 
England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) and carried 
out by scientists from the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC), University of 
California, Los Angeles and Princeton.  
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Coronavirus can  
survive for days  
on some surfaces 

SANAA: More than a decade after it closed, 20 
Yemeni women have revived the war-torn country’s 
oldest factory to make face masks in anticipation of 
an outbreak of the new coronavirus. The situation is 
especially fraught because Yemen’s health system 
has all but collapsed following years of conflict. In 
the factory in the capital Sanaa, rows of desks line a 
cavernous hall with women in black niqab and white 
gloves hunched over sewing machines meticulously 
assembling medical masks. For them, the situation 
feels like a race against time to prepare for the kind 
of outbreak that is already stretching wealthy, stable 
countries to the limit.  

“We have been working on the masks since 
Monday and, thank God, we started working on 
them before the disease reaches us as a precau-

tionary measure, without the need to import from 
outside,” mask maker Faten Al-Masoudi told AFP. 
“I am willing to work here for free for the health of 
our children, infants and women,” added Masoudi 
who, like all the women, does not receive a regular 
salary but is paid per mask. In another section, one 
women sanitized plastic bags as another filled 
them with masks.  
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Yemeni women  
sew masks in  
face of virus 

SANAA: Yemeni women make facemasks at a textile 
factory in the capital on March 16, 2020. — AFP 


